USask Classrooms and Meeting Rooms

A listing of the available bookable spaces across campus. Each article includes what technology is available in the room, and instructional materials where available.

Click on the arrow beside each support topic to expand and collapse the area.

Classrooms

Content by label

There is no content with the specified labels

- Agriculture 1E69
- Agriculture 1E79
- Agriculture 1E85
- Agriculture 2C61
- Agriculture 2C71
- Agriculture 2D77
- Agriculture 2E11
- Agriculture 2E17
- Agriculture 2E25
- Agriculture 2E38
- Agriculture 5C61
- Agriculture 5D69
- Agriculture 5D75

- Archaeology 112
- Archaeology 124
- Archaeology 132

- Arts 100
- Arts 101
- Arts 102
- Arts 104
- Arts 105
- Arts 106
- Arts 108
- Arts 109
- Arts 133
- Arts 134
- Arts 143
- Arts 146
- Arts 153

Meeting Rooms

- Administration C210
- Administration C280

- Agriculture 2D21
- Agriculture 2D26
- Agriculture 3D36
- Agriculture 4D35
- Agriculture 4D37
- Agriculture 4E28
- Agriculture 5C71
- Agriculture 5D37
- Agriculture 6D48

- Arts 1007
- Arts 1008
- Arts 1011
- Arts 298

- CSRB 210
- CSRB 315

There is no available classroom information for this location.

There is no available meeting room information for this location.

There is no available meeting room information for this location.

There is no available meeting room information for this location.

There is no available meeting room information for this location.
There is no content with the specified labels.

There is no available meeting room information for this location.

There is no available classroom information for this location.

There is no available meeting room information for this location.

There is no content with the specified labels.

There is no available meeting room information for this location.
- Health Sciences 1B11
- Health Sciences 2130
- Health Sciences 2246
- Health Sciences 2254
- Health Sciences 2330
- Health Sciences 2332
- Health Sciences 2334
- Health Sciences 2352
- Health Sciences 2B63
- Health Sciences 3450
- Health Sciences B104
- Health Sciences B204/B207
- Health Sciences B407
- Health Sciences B408
- Health Sciences B409
- Health Sciences B450
- Health Sciences B525
- Health Sciences GB03
- Health Sciences GB06
- Health Sciences GB10
- K.W. Nasser Centre 112

- Kirk Hall 144
- Kirk Hall 219 (no pictures or room info)

- Law 120
- Law 130
- Law 135
- Law 150
- Law 30
- Law 64
- Law 74
- Law B16

- Murray G12
- Murray G13
- Murray G14
- Murray G15
- Murray G16
- Murray G17
- Murray G3

- Peter McKinnon Building 206
- Peterson 20.4

- Prince Albert Campus 144.1
- Prince Albert Campus 144.2
- Prince Albert Campus 172
- Prince Albert Campus 38
- Prince Albert Campus 42

- Research Annex 135

- McLean Hall 101
- McLean Hall 42

- Murray 145
- Murray 161
- Murray 299
- Murray 95

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.

- There is no available meeting room information for this location.
There is no content with the specified labels.
• Thorvaldson 124
• Thorvaldson 125
• Thorvaldson 128
• Thorvaldson 129
• Thorvaldson 159
• Thorvaldson 205A
• Thorvaldson 271
• Thorvaldson S371
• Thorvaldson S372
• Thorvaldson S386

• VIDO A21

• WCVM 2102
• WCVM 2103
• WCVM 2104
• WCVM 2105
• WCVM 2106
• WCVM 2115
• WCVM 2302
• WCVM 2412
• WCVM 2585
• WCVM 2587

• West Winds 1001

• Williams 225
• Williams 313
• Williams 315
• Williams 316
• Williams 321
• Williams 322
• Williams 323
• Williams 331
• Williams 332
• Williams 333
• Williams 334
• Williams 336
• Williams 337

Return to Teaching and Learning